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Dspace Administration

DSpace administration involves a whole range of tasks
the administrator has to perform for successful creation
and maintenance of a digital repository.

When we first configure a digital repository using DSpace,
we begin with creating Communities and collections.

While creating communities and collections, we also have
to take a decision with regard to whom or which group
can submit digital items to each collection.
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In addition, we also have to take a decision on 
who or which groups of members (E-people) 
are authorized to review, approve and modify 
metadata of submissions.
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E-People

An individual having DSpace user account is called E-
people.

If authorized, an E-people can login to the site, can submit 
new items to the collections, and can act as administrator 
of collections and communities.
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E-People in DSpace

●Anonymous Users (anybody)

●Members, who wish to subscribe to a collection (one can
not subscribe to communities).

●Submitters (authors), who submit their publications to a
collection (they should be members and have been
authorized to submit).

●Collection Administrators, in a large digital repository
collection administration can be delegated to various E-
groups.
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They can choose the reviewers, metadata editors among 
members and decide the collection policy

They are different from DSpace administrators, who have 
the overall responsibility and power, a kind of super-user.

Reviewers - members who are authorized to review 
submissions. They can either accept or reject 
submissions). Normally, they are subject specialists

Metadata Editors – who validate the metadata. Normally, 
they are library professionals.
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Essential steps in Dspace administration

1) Create Users who will act as reviewers, metadata 
editors, approvers

2) Create Communities

3) Create Collections

4) Assign Collection authorizations
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Organization of Repository

Communities (Top level)

Sub-communities ( a set of collections)

Collections (a set of items)

Items (digital documents)

Bundles (more than one bitstream)

Bitstreams (files having content)
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Communities in a repository created using 
DSpace
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Items in Collection in Shodhganga (INFLIBNET)
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Bundle of Bitstreams
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What Dsapce Administrator can do

Create communities

Create collections under each community

Administration of E-People

Creating E-Groups among E-People

Authorizing E-People or E-Groups for each collection
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Authorizing

Authorization  for

●Authorizing E-People for submission

●Authorizing E-Groups to workflows for each collection

Various Authorizations at

●Community Level

●Collection Level
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Creating Administrator
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Creating Dspace user
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Delete user
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Creating Group
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Creating Communities
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Creating Collection
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Creating Collection
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Steps in submitting an item
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Tasks assigned to the E-people
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Browse the collection
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Thank you


